
SOMETIMES…
what you need to know is right there, you just can’t get to it. Fires, 
explosions, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes – they’re all capable 
of compromising structural integrity and making physical inspection 
difficult to impossible. Hazardous environments, due to radiation or 
toxic materials like asbestos, create unsafe and potentially harmful 
working conditions. Even confined spaces can pose a challenge for 
gathering the visual intelligence needed for a forensic investigation.



UNMANNED GROUND VEHICLE

DEPLOYMENTS 
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) have been used for years by law 
enforcement and the military in the harshest and most dangerous conditions.  

Donan is bringing this technology to the property claims industry so adjusters 
and experts can inspect and document losses that were inaccessible before.

Deployments start at only $5,000!

See back for pricing and coverage details.

MEET SCIO SURVEYOR  7
Scio (pronounced skee-oh) is a military-grade PackBot and the first unmanned ground 
vehicle to be used in forensic property investigations. 

Handled by an expert operator, Scio is ideal for inspection of:

• Structurally unsound buildings
• Confined spaces 
• Hazardous environments
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Built-In On-Arm Cameras
Four integrated cameras are 
used for viewing the robot’s 
movements and streaming them 
in real time back to the control 
unit, both of which are essential 
for navigation. Scio’s primary 
camera has 312x zoom capabil-
ity for detailed inspection, such 
as reading labels from across a 
room.

Gripper Cameras
Two cameras located at the grip-
per provide depth perception and 
assist with the precise position-
ing necessary to grab and ma-
neuver items.

Built-In Cameras
These integrated cameras pro-
vide white and infrared light. 
The white light provides visibility 
in dark or confined spaces, en-
abling photo and video capture 
when no other light source is 
available. The infrared provides 
night vision capability.

Mounted GoPro HD Camera
The GoPro camera was added to 
capture high definition video and 
photos continuously during an in-
spection. These images document 
areas of interest in great detail, al-
lowing for a more thorough analysis 
of burn patterns, damage, and oth-
er visual data.

Evidence Collection Tools
Scoops and small shovels provide 
a range of options for retrieving 
evidence samples. Debris can be 
scooped up and placed in gallon-
size metal evidence containers 
located on Scio’s payload – all in 
accordance with NFPA 921.

Forward-Facing Treaded  
Wheel Structures

The rotating tracks at the front 
of the robot, referred to as “flip-
pers”, enable Scio to climb over 
obstacles, go up and down 
stairs, and balance when the arm 
is extended.
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Gripper
The 3-link arm can lift 12 pounds 
when fully extended and up to 30 
pounds at close range. Its gripper 
is able to open doors, move 
objects, or pick up and retrieve 
evidence.
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Visit donan.com/innovation/meet-scio/ to see our robot in action.



DEPLOYMENTS ARE AVAILABLE 
NATIONWIDE STARTING AT ONLY $5000*

Each deployment includes: 

• Up to 24 hours of operator time for preparation, travel, inspection, and data processing
• Inspection capabilities of a military-grade PackBot, which is fully insured by Donan
• Expert operation of the UGV - Donan operators have a minimum of 200 hours of hands-on experience 
• The opportunity to guide the inspection via a designated On-Scene Point of Contact
• All relevant images and video collected during the inspection

Within 400 Miles of Louisville: Drive to Scene
Total costs typically range from $5k-$7.5k

Beyond 400 Miles of Louisville: Fly to Scene
Total costs typically range from $7.5k-$10k

You know what happened. 
To find out why, call 800-482-5611  

or visit donan.com today. 

*Travel and shipping costs are not included and will be billed to the client directly. All mileage and operator time in excess of 24 hours will be billed at standard rates.  |  **Includes travel and shipping costs.
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Sample Deployment Costs**

Louisville $5,000

Chicago $6,610

Columbus $5,880

Pittsburg $7,020

Atlanta $7,370

St. Louis $6,260

Dallas $6,800

Los Angeles $9,650

Seattle $9,850

Denver $6,800

Boston $8,125

Miami $7,670


